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John Griffith Jack London born John Griffith Chaney, January 12, 1876. high school was To the Man On Trail, which has frequently been collected in anthologies. Several of London's stories would today be classified as science fiction. Religious Science Fiction Books and Links
Jack London and His Science Fiction - DePauw University
The science fiction of Jack London an anthology in SearchWorks
From Klondike adventures to socialist papers, Jack London wrote as he felt - a. Powers, Richard Gid - The Science Fiction of Jack London: An Anthology Science-fiction, the Early Years: A Full Description of More Than. - Google Books Result
The Science Fiction Stories of Jack London has 42 ratings and 3 reviews. Greyweather said: This Best SciFi Anthologies/Collections. 248th out of 332 books Fire in the Stone: Prehistoric Fiction from Charles Darwin to Jean. - Google Books Result
Running the gamut from Science Fiction, to Mainstream Humor, TOTAL TWO is an enjoyable collection, and a brief. Jack London Story link Anthology Link
The Science Fiction of Jack London - Sonoma State University
Summary/Reviews: The science fiction century / 12 Mar 2009. Science fiction abbreviated SF or sci-fi with varying punctuation and case is a broad genre of fiction Genres: Science Fiction, Anthologies. The Science Fiction of Jack London an Anthology by. - AbeBooks For in 1939-40 it was joined by two anthologies of Great English Short Stories. The Iron Heel was not the first sf by Jack London that Penguin had published. The Science Fiction of Jack London: An Anthology. - Bibliomania So says David G. Hartwell in his introduction to The Science Fiction Century, an anthology spanning a hundred years of science fiction, from its birth C.S. Lewis, Jack London, and Rudyard Kipling beloved mainstays of the genre, such as